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Abstract—Novice programmers sometimes need to understand code written by others. Unfortunately, most software projects lack comments suitable for novices. The lack of comments have been addressed through automated techniques of generating comments based on program statements. However, these techniques lacked the context of how these statements function since they were aimed toward experienced programmers. In this paper, we present a novel technique towards automatically generating comments for Java statements suitable for novice programmers. Our technique not only goes beyond existing approaches to method summarization to meet the needs of novices, it also leverages API documentation when available. In an experimental study of 30 computer science undergraduate students, we observed explanations based on our technique to be preferred over an existing approach.

1. Introduction and Background

Novice programmers take roughly twice as long as experts to understand a program when debugging [4]. One reason is that novice programmers do not have the mental representations of programs that experts exhibit [2]. Although both novices and experts can make a hypothesis of code’s purpose, novices can be unable to relate the source code to their own high level hypotheses. Expert programmers, unlike novices, concentrate on how parts of code interact, such as method calls and data dependencies [2].

In this paper, we present a novel technique towards automatically generating comments for Java statements on-demand [13], suitable for novices that seeks to address both (1) relating high-level explanations to the particular areas of the source code that implement them, and (2) communicating how parts of the code interact through control and data dependences. Our technique not only goes beyond existing approaches to method summarization to meet the needs of novices, it also leverages API documentation when available.

Prior approaches have utilized linguistic information in source code to generate summaries for classes [9], methods [5], [15], and parameters [17]. Some have also focused on the statement level, but using complimentary sources of information such as a corpus of code fragments [20], crowdsourced annotated statements gathered from stack overflow [7], ASTs [6], or corpora specially created by hand for this purpose [10], [11], and then applying machine learning techniques to generate summaries.

Our technique is inspired by identifier-based approaches that leverage the natural language found in source code identifiers to generate statement-level summaries without the need for a large training corpus [16], [19]. We go beyond these approaches by (1) targeting our summaries to novice programmers rather than experts; (2) recursively adding information to our summaries, potentially from many nested calls or def-use chains; and (3) pulling in relevant API documentation when available. Other researchers have looked into extracting or highlighting relevant portions of API documentation for comprehension [1], [3], [12], [18], but to our knowledge none have combined this technique to improve arbitrary statement comprehension.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our approach followed by an evaluation comparing our technique to Sridhara et al.’s [16] in Section 3. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section 4.

2. Summarization of Arbitrary Statements

A novice programmer could be confused about what a specific statement does or how it works. Our approach aims...
protected void onMeasure(int widthMeasureSpec, int heightMeasureSpec)
{
    final int widthMode = MeasureSpec.getMode(widthMeasureSpec);
    int desiredWidth = MeasureSpec.getSize(widthMeasureSpec);
    lastMeasuredDesiredWidth = computeDesiredWidth();
    switch (widthMode) {
        case MeasureSpec.EXACTLY: break;
        case MeasureSpec.AT_MOST:
            desiredWidth = Math.min(desiredWidth, lastMeasuredDesiredWidth);
            break;
        case MeasureSpec.UNSPECIFIED:
            desiredWidth = lastMeasuredDesiredWidth;
            break;
    }
}

Figure 2: Our comment: The “lastMeasuredDesiredWidth” integer is the current width of the column if its animated (at the moment). If its not animated, then its the minimum required width for the column. Its also combined with the left & right padding (extra spacing) values.

to automatically generate explanations of any statement that is appropriate for a novice programmer, and that the user can have as much information as needed to fully understand the statement in question.

We created a set of rules for complex expressions, usage of API Documentation, and dependency lexicalization based on the authors’ 10+ years collective experience tutoring novice programmers. Our approach is aimed towards these goals: (1) Automatically summarize the main action of a method, (2) include necessary information for summaries to be understandable by novice programmers.

An example of our approach can be seen in Figure 1. When a user mouses over an arbitrary Java code statement, a description is displayed that combines information from other lines in the method following control and data flow dependencies and by incorporating descriptions of any called methods.

Our approach consists of rules to summarize loop statements, variable declarations and assignments, if and switch statements, complex arithmetic and comparison expressions, and method calls. Due to space constraints, we explain our approach to generate summaries for these statements within the context of our recursive method call summary approach.

If a statement contains a method call, our approach recursively summarizes the most pertinent statements within it or pulls in its API documentation. Our approach to summarizing methods varies for void vs. non-void methods. The process is shown in Algorithm 1. For non-void methods, we adapt the idea of Sridhara et al. [15] that selects return statements for non-void methods, which are called “ending s-units”. For void methods, we use the most frequent variable assignments, sorted by last occurrence first (see Figure 2). We also consider statements that supply the return statement (see Figure 3).

2.1. Automatic Method Summarization

Our approach towards summarizing methods involves 4 main components: (1) Selecting the most significant lines of code within the method to summarize, (2) lexicalizing...
Algorithm 2 Lexicalize Expression

function LEXICALIZE(S, MD)
  $S \leftarrow$ Statement Input
  $MD \leftarrow$ Method Declaration Input
  explain $\leftarrow$ Output String
  switch $s$ do
    case $s$ is method or constructor call
      explain $+= \text{SUMMARIZE} \text{METHODCALL}(S)$
    case $s$ is a variable
      explain $+= \text{SUMMARIZE} \text{VARIABLEDEPEN-DENCE}(S, MD)$
    case $s$ is a Complex expression
      explain $+= \text{SUMMARIZE} \text{EXPRESSION}(S, MD)$
    case $s$ is an Enum
      explain $+= \text{SUMMARIZE} \text{ENUM}(S, MD)$
    case $s$ is a literal parameter
      explain $+= \text{"the "} + \text{type}(s) + s$
    case $s$ is literal
      explain $+= s$
    case $s$ is a list
      explain $+= (s + \text{"represents a value located in the"} + \text{getSquareBracketNum}(s) + \text{"index in the"} + \text{getListName}(s) + \text{"list"} + \text{getSquareBracketNum}(S), MD)$
    end switch
  return explain
end function

desiredWidth = Math.max(desiredWidth, lastMeasuredDesiredWidth);

Figure 4: Our comment: The “desiredWidth” integer variable is assigned the value of calling the max method, which returns the greater of two double values.

those significant lines of code, (3) finding and lexicalizing their most significant dependencies, (4) repetition of these steps if the dependency is within another method (e.g. a used method call’s declaration) or usage of API Documentation when available.

Our process of finding the most significant lines of code within a method is partially based s-units of Sridhara et al. [15]. S-units are a set of statements that consists of a method’s return, method calls in void methods, def-use chains, and conditional statements [15]. Like Sridhara et al. our approach utilizes return statements, method calls, data dependencies in variables, and conditions to allow us to identify possible important lines of code within a method declaration. However, to generate method summaries that are more useful for novice programmers, we go beyond by utilizing dependencies found from these s-units, as well as recursively processing complex expressions and usage of API Documentation. A complex expression is an expression that consists of multiple variables, multiple literals, multiple method calls, and/or multiple mathematical operators, etc.

This leads to Algorithm 2, where we recursively analyze the sub-expressions located within $S$. The most common sub-expressions our approach processes: Method calls, constructors, variables, complex expressions, Enumerators, literals, parameters, and lists. These sub-expressions tend to have other hard-to-notice dependencies that novice programmers may find useful to understand. An example of hard-to-notice dependencies is shown on Figure 3.

To prevent duplicate explanations of statements, we keep track of introduced variables and control flow statements in a list of statements, seen. Generally, a variable, parameter, or control flow statement that exists in seen was already mentioned, or it’s type and name from assignments with a common left hand side was already mentioned. Thus, a statement found in seen later on will not be explained again.

It is also possible to have an expression within statements that consists of multiple operators, comparators, variables, method calls, etc, which we consider “complex” expressions. Because complex expressions may confuse novices with the many sub-cases to consider along with appropriate order of parenthesis that must be followed (e.g., nested sub-expressions in parenthesis with multiple method calls, variables, in between many operators), we generate detailed explanations for such statements.

In the case of parenthesis, we recursively process the sub-expressions that exists within it, from leftmost sub-expression in parenthesis to rightmost. Operators are intuitively lexicalized (greater than for ‘>’, etc.). For more complex sub-expressions, we recursively analyze the multiple possible dependencies located within the left and right hand sub-expressions.

2.2. Lexicalizing Method Calls and Constructors

If an expression is built-in, we automatically use the API Documentation’s “return” section, as it generally aligns well at the end of a variable assignment explanation or return statement explanation as shown in figure 4.

If the expression in question is a constructor call (e.g., returning a new object), we mention the actual parameters used, as well as their object type. Later, we recursively lexicalize every parameter found to consider it’s control and data dependencies, as well as relevant sub-expressions found within these dependencies. For non-built-in method calls, the same process of lexicalizing parameters is done after recursively analyzing it’s declaration. Method parameters are also analyzed.

When given numerical value variable parameters, we mention them with a phrase such as “calculated” as often their dependencies involve multiple mathematical operations or assignments that effect their numerical values. If we have multiple objects of the same types within the parameters
for (int x = fromX, y = fromY; x != toX; x += xstep) {
    boolean isBlack = image.get(steep ? y : x,
        steep ? x : y);
    if (isBlack != inBlack) {
        transitions++;
        inBlack = isBlack;
    }
}

Figure 5: Our comment: Transition is increased for each time
isBlack & inBlack are NOT both true or false at the same time.

arguments, we also mention “1st, 2nd, 3rd...etc” and use
grammatically correct listing of the parameters (commas,
and... etc). This helps introduce the arguments being used
before recursive analysis of dependencies.

2.3. Data and Control Dependencies

A variable may have many data and control dependencies.
Our lexicalization approach searches for all assignment
and appending statements that a variable V depends on,
takes the variable and it’s type, then recursively lex-
calizes the right hand side of the assignments V depends
on. If V depends on an appending statement, we lexcalize
the expression being appended. For every statement S that V
depends on, we consider all control dependency statements
S. As shown in Figure 5, we recursively lexicalize the
conditions of the control dependency statement.

3. Evaluation

We propose to answer the following research questions:
• Do novices prefer our explanations (H) over the
  competing state of the art (Sridhara) [15]?
• Do novices prefer any explanation over none at all?
• Do novices prefer explanations based on API docu-
 mentation or recursively summarizing method calls?

3.1. Setup

We recruited 30 undergraduate CS students taking a sec-
ond programming course in Java and more senior students
taking a course in algorithms (with Java and data structures
as a prerequisite) as our novice programmers. We gave each
participant an online survey, asking them to understand and
attempt to fix a bug in a small snippet of source code.
Along with each code snippet were 5 checkboxes: an expla-
nation by Sridhara et al.’s approach, 3 different explanations
from our approach (one our high-level equivalent like those
generated by Sridhara et al., and two more detailed), and
‘none of the above’. Thus, participants were free to select
any combination of explanations as helpful for solving the
bug. Each participant was asked to analyze two of the
four bugs. To create our 4 bugs, we randomly selected
3 methods from 3 popular open source Java programs on
github (Sugoi Survey, Spring Boot, rxTools) and manually
inserted a single bug into each method. One bug was used
twice with different explanations generated by our approach:
API-based and recursive.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Students preferred our explanations more than they did
the Sridhara explanations and they preferred any explanation
to no explanations, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 6.
According to the results of the Chi-Squared goodness of
fit test, students have a statistically significant difference
in preference between choosing our explanations and the
explanations of Sridhara because \( \chi^2 = 40.88 \) where
N = 75, df = 2, p < .0005. Additional post hoc goodness of
fit tests were performed to understand the nature of these
differences. Comparing our explanations to none, \( \chi^2 = 34.57 \)
where N = 56, df = 1, p < .0005. Comparing Sridhara to
none, \( \chi^2 = 6.76 \) where N = 25, df = 1, p = .009, and
experimental to Sridhara \( \chi^2 = 13.93 \) where N = 69, df
= 1, p < .0005. On the other hand, there are three of our
choices and only one Sridhara choice. Students do not prefer
our choices in a ratio that is greater than 75%:25%, \( \chi^2 = 0.24 \)
where N = 69, df = 1, p = .63. We did not find
a statistically significant difference in the degree to which
novices (73.33%) and experts (70.83%) preferred our hints,
\( \chi^2 = 0.05 \) where N = 69, df = 1, p = .83.

Next, we investigated whether participants preferred API
explanations over recursive explanations from the source
code identifiers. We tested this hypothesis in two ways:
(1) by comparing responses to the same bug, one survey
using API-based explanations and one solely depending
on source code, and (2) by comparing responses from the two
bug questions that used API-based explanations versus the
two questions that did not. In both cases we did not find a
statistically significant difference: (1) \( \chi^2 = 1.29 \) where N = 19, df = 1, p = .26 and \( \chi^2 = 2.58 \) where N = 50, df = 1, p
= .11; (2) \( \chi^2 = 2.58 \) where df = 1, N = 50, p = .11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Sridhara</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Total percentages of those who preferred explanations of
Sridhara et al., those who preferred at least one of our explanations
per question “H”, and those who preferred no explanations.
TABLE 2: Which explanations do people prefer for each question? H1: Our 1st explanation, H2: Our 2nd explanation, and so on, H: At least one of our explanations chosen in one question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sridhara</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bug A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we evaluate the number of times each explanation is chosen by bug. This allows us to observe effects from particular code snippets, show in Table 2. From this table we observe that participants preferred explanations that summarized the statement and at most one level of recursion deep (Bug A H1, Bug B H3). It is interesting to note that the two bugs with API-based explanations (C and D) were at most one level of recursion deep.

Finally, we observe the consistency of subject preferences. For instance, we can answer the following question: Does a subject who chose Sridhara, et al explanation for the first question tend to choose Sridhara again for the 2nd question? Of the people who selected at least one Sridhara explanation, only 21% selected two Sridhara explanations, and 42% of the people who selected at least one of our explanations selected two of our explanations. According to the chi-square test of independence, these percentages are not statistically significantly different since $\chi^2 = 2.62$ where $N = 69$, $df = 1$, $p = .11$.

3.3. Threats to Validity

One potential threat to validity is that there was only one possible choice of Sridhara while we have three possible choices of our approach. We attempted to mitigate this threat by counting a selection of any of our three explanations as just one choice in the analysis. We helped focus the participant’s attention on Sridhara’s explanation by placing it first of all the explanations available in each survey.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented an approach to automatic statement summarization. We compared our approach to the competing state of the art technique by Sridhara et al. [15] and asked 30 undergraduate CS students to select what automatically generated comments were useful during a debugging task. The students preferred our approach over the short term, we plan to expand our evaluation to observe effects of eye tracking of what keywords are most important [14] or including additional information about calling context [8].
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